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Executive Summary RESERVE aims to develop a generalised system level monitoring scheme with which the health and state of the low voltage (LV) network can be analysed using local information. A two-fold solution is developed in RESERVE: DVSM for dynamic voltage stability and AVM for steady state voltage control. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 will discuss on the decentralised algorithms DVSM and AVM respectively. The implications of the new technique on network codes are provided in both the chapters.  Chapter 2 provides the extensions of the Generalised Nyquist Criterion (GNC) based stability analysis for a system level scenario considering active distribution network and proposes a stability monitoring algorithm which can be implemented at the DSO interface. This stability monitoring algorithm is an impedance-based approach and requires the real time measurement of impedance at the interconnection point of the RES inverter with the low voltage AC (LVAC) grid. The Secondary Substation Automation Unit (SSAU) at the DSO interface acts as a coordinator and extracts local impedance information from the individual RES inverters, one at a time, using 5G ICT. The SSAU uses this local information of every inverter to estimate the health/stability margins of the LV network. A realistic Irish distribution grid model is considered, and the proposed impedance-based analysis is applied to the network for validation of the stability monitoring algorithm. Impacts of cable length/relative distance between RES inverters on the dynamic stability margins are determined.  In Chapter 3, a framework is proposed for optimal scheduling of reactive powers in a low voltage distribution system for minimizing the voltage unbalance, system total loss or voltage deviation from a desired value or satisfying every combinations of these objectives simultaneously. The practical limitations of all the controllable inverter-based RES technologies are mathematically described and appropriately modelled. The procedure for generating the appropriate scenarios for modelling different RES technologies are discussed and described. The common industry practice rules for reactive power control of the inverter based RESs are reviewed first and then discussed how new operational constraints affect the voltage controllability in low voltage distribution systems comparing. Different studies are conducted to show higher effectiveness of voltage control if the actual constraints are considered. Chapter 4 briefly reports the field trial activities undertaken for validation of the voltage control algorithms. Chapter 5 briefly discusses the ICT architectures, communications techniques and software implementation of the execution of the Active Voltage Management (AVM) technique from an ICT perspective.   
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1. Introduction  This deliverable summarises the activities of Task 3.3 within the wider context of WP3. 1.1 Task 3.3 RESERVE aims to develop a generalised system level monitoring scheme with which the health and state of the network can be analysed using local information. In D3.2, it was shown that the Generalised Nyquist Criterion (GNC) can be applied to analyse stability margins of RES inverters. This deliverable provides the extensions of the GNC based stability analysis for a system level scenario considering active distribution network and proposes a stability monitoring algorithm which can be implemented at the DSO interface. A realistic distribution model is considered, and the proposed impedance-based analysis is applied to the network for validation. Impacts of control bandwidth of the RES inverter and impact of cable impedances are considered for determining the minimum stability margins.   A framework is proposed for optimal scheduling of reactive powers in a low voltage distribution system for minimizing the voltage unbalance, system total loss or voltage deviation from a desired value or satisfying every combinations of these objectives simultaneously. The practical limitations of all the controllable inverter-based RES technologies are mathematically described and appropriately modelled. The procedure for generating the appropriate scenarios for modelling different RES technologies are discussed and described. The common industry practice rules for reactive power control of the inverter based RESs are reviewed first and then discussed how new operational constraints affect the voltage controllability in low voltage distribution systems comparing. 1.2 Objectives of the deliverable 
 Extension of the stability criterion defined in deliverable D3.2 to active distribution networks 
 Propose a generalised stability monitoring algorithm which can be implemented in the secondary substation automation unit (SSAU) 
 The proposed algorithm should be decentralised relying on the local impedance information to adjudge stability of its neighbourhood or locality 
 Propose and develop a framework for determining reactive power set-points of RES units in distribution grid to minimise multiple objectives such as system losses and unbalance. 
 Practical limitations for inverter based RES need to be modelled 
 Impact of the current practices for reactive power control need to be evaluated for high RES penetrations 
 Verify and validate the algorithm through simulations 
 Provide Implications for network codes   1.3 Outline of the Deliverable The outline of the deliverable is as follows:  
 Chapter 2 – Generalised stability monitoring algorithm for active distribution grids 
 Chapter 3 – Optimal scheduling of reactive power scheduling 
 Chapter 4 - Activities undertaken in preparation of field trials for the validation of the two scenarios: both from a concept validation standpoint and network code validation. B 
 Chapter 5 – ICT Aspects of AVM  1.4 How to Read this Document This deliverable extends the work presented in D3.2 Extension to new approaches to high RES contexts. For the rational of the techniques used and for understanding basic concepts and review of various voltage control techniques, it is advisable for the reader to go through D3.1.  
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T3.1 -  Preparing the foundations of new approach to voltage stability T3.2 – extension to new approaches to high RES contexts T3.3 – System level stability studies T3.4 - On-line impedance identification  T3.5 – System level monitoring concept WP1 – Scenarios & ArchitecuresT3.6 – Requirements on scalable ICT to implement voltage control concepts  T3.7 – Drafting of ancillary services and network codes defnitionsWP3 WP5 – Simulations & Field TrialsWP6 – Regulatory, Legal issues & Business models for RES  Figure 1-1 Relations between Tasks in WP3 and other Work Packages  
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2. Stability Monitoring of Active Distribution Networks In this chapter, an impedance-based stability monitoring algorithm is defined and explained for an active distribution grid. In Deliverable D3.1, the challenges associated with an active distribution grid were explained. Harmonic stability problems are of major concern with increased number of power electronic converters (inverters and active rectifiers) owing to the tight coupling that exists between the control bandwidths of the converters [1]–[5]. Often in literature, the harmonic stability issue is mapped to the concept of impedance and the theorem proposed by Middlebrook [6], [7] is used to generate the criterion for analysing stability. The Middlebrook criterion was originally defined for DC systems but the extensions for AC systems are also developed subsequently [7]–[9]. The review of the techniques was completed in deliverable D3.1. The Generalised Nyquist Criterion (GNC) was identified as a suitable candidate for three phase AC system due to its non-conservative nature in stability estimation. An analysis of inverter tied to an infinite bus and the analysis of an exemplary 3-Node LV feeder was completed in deliverable D3.2. In this deliverable the extensions of the GNC criterion are applied to the reduced model of the Irish LV grid. Furthermore, in D3.2, the inverters were modelled without any feedforward control. However, the practical implementation of PV inverter control is carried out using grid voltage feedforward. Thus, the impedance modelling of the inverter is modified to consider the grid voltage feedforward loop to derive the inverters output impedance.  2.1 Low voltage active distribution networks An exemplary futuristic distribution network is shown in Figure 2-1. Every bus or point of common coupling (PCC) is marked as PCC1, PCC2 etc. We consider a generalised futuristic transition wherein a household could have both AC and DC loads. Conventional household equipment’s such as Refrigerators and Ovens could run on AC whereas the lighting system and Electric Vehicles (EVs) require DC power. Hence, every PCC is a hybrid node without loss of generality. The AC loads (in red) are directly interfaced with the LVAC grid and the DC loads (blue) are interfaced to the LVAC grid through an active rectifier (orange) that controls or regulates the output DC voltage. The PV inverters (green) inject active power and inject/absorb reactive power for providing voltage support to the LVAC grid. The SSAU has an On-load tap changing (OLTC) transformer which regulates the bus voltage in the present scenario. Additionally, capacitor banks may be installed across the network at nodes far away from the SSAU for reactive power compensation which enables voltage support to the network. The centralised solution cannot address the dynamic stability problems (harmonic stability) and steady state problems [8]–[11]. In RESERVE, a two-fold decentralised solution is developed to tackle these problems. This chapter will cover the dynamic scenario SV_A – Dynamic Voltage Stability Monitoring (DVSM).  DCAC DCACDCAC DCACDCAC DCACMV/LVSSAU Zc1 Zc2 Zc3PCC1 PCC2 PCC3PV PV PV  Figure 2-1 Futuristic distribution network 2.1.1 Decentralised voltage control in distribution grids Deliverable D3.1 and D3.2 discusses the challenges in futuristic distribution networks. Steady state voltage should be kept specified lower and upper bound. Due to the RES generation at different busses, steady state voltage constraints cannot be managed centrally. On the other hand, due to the wide band frequency spectrum introduced by the inverter, the inverters effective 
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output impedance should be controlled to prevent harmonic instability in the distribution grid. Therefore, in active distribution grids, the AC bus voltage at every PCC needs to be controlled and hence every inverter in the grid should be controlled and monitored for ensuring stability. In RESERVE, we exploit the usage of 5G ICT based communication infrastructure to extract local information and perform control algorithms which guarantee system level stability. Figure 2-2 shows the decentralised control diagram for LVAC grids. Every household RES inverter has an electrical connection to the grid and a communication link to the SSAU. The DVSM algorithm will be implemented in the SSAU and the SSAU monitors and controls the voltage of the grid by extracting local impedance information from the inverter. Monitoring action is done by performing a stability analysis on every power electronic interface using the local impedance information. Control action is implemented by modifying the inverters output impedance, virtually, through modifying the control loop of the inverter. This concept is called as Virtual Output Impedance (VOI) control.   SSAU LVMV PV Inverter PV Inverter PV InverterDVSM algorithmDynamic Stability Monitoring 400 V LV feederCommunication (Ideally 5G)  Figure 2-2 Decentralised control of LVAC grids 2.2 Dynamic voltage stability monitoring algorithm This stability monitoring algorithm will be hosted in the SSAU. Stability of the grid can be evaluated in a decentralised manner. To evaluate the stability of a power electronic interface (for example PCC1), the impedances connected to that point (in this case, the impedances connected to PCC1) is required. The two impedances that are connected are the inverters output impedance and the equivalent grid impedance. The inverters grid impedance can be mathematically modelled as shown in Deliverable D3.2 and therefore the knowledge is locally known to the controller of the inverter. However, the grid impedance is external and needs to be measured. The grid impedance measurement is done through the Wideband System Identification (WSI) tool which is covered in Deliverable D3.4 [12]–[14]. WSI tool exists in the controller of the inverter. The WSI tool injects a Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) signal into the inverter’s controller which perturbates the inverter output currents and voltages. From the recorded perturbations the impedance can be calculated both non-parametrically and parametrically using system identification techniques. The outputs of this algorithm are the stability information of the power electronic interface. Finally, for implementing corrective actions, inverter virtual output impedance (VOI) is calculated in the SSAU and the coefficients of the VOI are sent back to the inverter. The DVSM algorithm which will be hosted in the SSAU is summarized in the subsection below. Step 1: SSAU initiates PRBS noise injection command to one Inverter. Step 1.1: The inverter uses its WSI tool to inject PRBS noise for a short duration. During this duration, the output voltage and current is simultaneously sampled and stored in first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer. Following the noise injection interval, the non-parametric impedance is computed and then the parametric impedance of the grid is computed in the inverters WSI tool. More details on WSI in D3.4. 
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Step 2: SSAU receives the coefficients of the impedance matrix from the inverters WSI tool. The impedance matrix consists of 4 components: Zdd, Zdq, Zqd and Zqq. The impedances will be of the inverter and the grid. Once the SSAU has received the impedance, the following computations are done: Step 2.1: Perform stability analysis using Generalised Nyquist Criterion (GNC). The GNC based analysis is explained in this deliverable and introduced in D3.2. Step 2.2: Evaluate stability margins from the information in step 4. Step 2.3: Calculate Virtual Output Impedance (VOI) command. The VOI command consists of 4 components: VOIdd, VOIdq, VOIqd and VOIqq. This will be covered in Deliverable D3.5.  Step 3: Send VOI command back to the inverter Step 3.1: The inverter would apply the VOI command specified by the SSAU to modify its effective output impedance. This will enable the inverter to operate stably for the measured real time grid impedance.  SSAU1. Initiate PRBS injection2. Impedance data of grid and inverter3. VOI commandPCC
Communication (Ideally 5G) 400 V LV feederInverter hardwareControllerLocal commsLocal commsHousehold 1

 Figure 2-3 DVSM Algorithm (SV_A) 2.2.1 Grid impedance measurement The measurement of the grid impedance is done through the Wideband System Identification  (WSI) tool. The WSI tool resides in the control platform of the inverter as shown in Figure 2-4. A dq impedance matrix takes the form given in (1). The measurement of all 4 elements of the matrix in (1) is done in a sequential manner. The WSI tool injects perturbations in the d-axis of the controller through PRBS generation and simultaneously, the three-phase output current and voltages are measured and converter into dq domain through the dq transformation and stored in a FIFO buffer [12]–[14]. The d-axis perturbation allows the measurement of ��� and ���. Following which q-axis perturbations are injected to measure ��� and ��� impedances. Further post processing allows the computation and estimation of impedance and it is covered in the next section.   	 = ���� ���
��� ���� (1) 
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Details of working and results of WSI tool can be found in deliverable D3.4. Active RectifierDCAC DC Link InverterDC AC LC/LCL FILTERCONTROLWSI Tool PASSIVE LOADv,iPRBS Virtual Machine: Stability monitoring algorithm and VOI synthesisThree Phase Power Supply LABVIEW Zvoi(s) Zgrid(s)  Figure 2-4 WSI technique for estimating DQ Impedances  2.2.2 VOI synthesis Closed loop impedance of the inverter is dependent on the control loops of the inverter. Modifying the controller changes the impedance of the converter. Control techniques in literature which try to modify the output impedance do not consider the real-time grid impedance. From the Middlebrook theory and its advancements, it is proved that the stability of every power electronic interface is dependent on the ratio of the grid impedance and inverter output impedance. The VOI technique proposed in WP3 considers the real-time grid impedance data for the synthesis of stabilising VOI controller. Real-time measurements of the impedance through the WSI tool enables the application of advance control techniques such loop-shaping techniques for the synthesis of VOI. Ultimately, the impedance of the inverter is modified to suit the measured grid impedance. Concept of VOI is illustrated in Figure 2-5. Details of the VOI controller and its synthesis can be found in Deliverable D3.5.  Figure 2-5 VOI Concept 2.3 Stability analysis of active distribution networks In this section, the closed loop modelling of inverter output impedances/admittances are covered taking feedforward control loop and impacts of phase locked loop (PLL) into account. This extension covers the practical use case of industries where grid voltage feedforward is used. Furthermore, the impedance modelling of an overall distribution system is explained. The LV section data of the irish grid is used for modelling and stability analysis.  2.3.1 Impedance modelling of inverter with feed-forward control In deliverable D3.2, the impedance modelling of inverters was covered and the impact of controller bandwidth and PLL bandwidth on the inverter output impedance was discussed. In practical use case of available commercial inverters for PV applications, a grid voltage feedforward loop is often used. The feedforward of grid voltage enables the inverter output voltage to fundamentally follow the grid voltage waveform. This enables low start up current transient when the inverter needs to start power injection into the grid. Under an ideal, stiff and passive grid, the effect of such feedforward loops can be neglected. However, due to the active nature of grid impedance owing 
VInv Zinv ZGrid Vgrid
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to presence of other power electronic converters in its vicinity, the impact of feedforward loop should be considered.   Hence the impact of PLL on grid voltage feedforward is represented by the block Gv,PLL in red and the impact of PLL on the grid current measurement is represented by the block Gi,PLL in red. The control block diagram of the inverter control system considering the above mentioned PLL effects are shown in Figure 2-6.  GPLLYol GidGPLL GcGdecVs i ++ + +iPLL ig ig++ + ++ csVPLL Vcs Vcc + ++ +- irefPower stage~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~
v  Figure 2-6 Inverter small signal model - with feedforward control From the control block diagram, the relationship between the grid voltage Vs and inverter output current ig i.e the inverter output admittance can be derived analytically. The analytical expression for inverter output admittance taking into account control, feedforward and PLL effects is given by (2).    ��,��� = �� + ���(��� − ����)������+���{−(��� − ����)��,���+� ,���}� (2) The magnitude and phase diagram of the inverter output admittance for a specific current output is shown below. The inverter output admittance is dependent on steady state operating point and therefore by plugging in the desired operation point in formula (2), the admittance is known analytically.    
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 Figure 2-7 Inverter closed-loop output admittance 2.3.2 Impedance modelling of active distribution networks The impedance modelling of active distribution section is explained here. The LV grid model is adopted from the reduced LV section of the Irish DSO network. The OLTC transformer between Bus 1 and Bus 2 is modelled by the impedance ZOLTC. At every bus, we assume that there is a certain load and an inverter. At bus m, the load admittance is marked as YL,m and the inverter closed loop admittance is marked as Yinv,m. For example, YL,2 and Yinv,2 are the load and inverter admittances at bus 2 respectively. This analysis also considers the cable impedances since the cable impedance is one of the major factors influencing the interaction between inverters in two different buses. More the impedance, lesser the interaction and vice-versa. The cable impedance between bus m and bus (m+1) is denoted by Zm_(m+1). For example, the impedance between Bus 2 and Bus 3 is Z2_3. As explained in D3.2, for the impedance-based analysis, a break point needs to be chosen, which separates the network into two areas. The interaction and stability between these two areas can be analysed by applying the GNC. The impedance-based analysis is done by considering two cases:  2.3.2.1 Break-point lies in the LV feeder In the first case, the network break point (marked by red dashed lines) is considered in the LV grid above Bus 6 as shown in Figure 2-8. All the impedances below are equivalently represented by the impedance variable Z6R and similarly all the impedances above the break point is equivalently denoted by Z6L. The LV cable which connects all the buses is split into two sections. This will allow one to perform a system level stability analysis at any given node. A small converter designed with WSI functionalities is envisioned as a futuristic impedance measurement device with enormous plug-play capabilities which DSO operators can use.  Such a device will allow the DSO operator to connect to any part of the network. From the perspective of the envisioned device, the entire network will appear in two areas, where the break-point is the connection point of the device with the grid. For the network shown in Figure 2-8, as a thought experiment, the impedance measurement device is connected above Bus 6. Hence, the equivalent network model as observed by the measurement device is shown in Figure 2-9.  The above-mentioned case is an extension of the work done in RESERVE. In SV_A scenario, the interesting break-away point is at the interconnection of the inverter which allows the DSO operator to understand the local stability faced by the inverter and then control it by changing the impedance. However, it is also important to consider interaction of areas in an LV network which will eventually create a demand for impedance-based measurement device with plug and play capabilities.   
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LVAC Grid YL2 Yinv2 Iinv2Z2_3 YL3 Yinv3 Iinv3Z3_4 YL4 Yinv4 Iinv4Z4_5 YL5 Yinv5 Iinv5Z5_6Z6_7 YL7 Yinv7 Iinv7Z7_9 YL9 Yinv9 Iinv9Z9_10 YL10 Yinv10 Iinv10Z10_11 YL11 Yinv11 Iinv11

ZOLTC YL6 Yinv6 Iinv6
Bus 1 Bus 2Bus 3Bus 4Bus 5Bus 6Bus 7Bus 9Bus 10Bus 11Z6L

Z6R

 Figure 2-8 Impedance based analysis when break-point lies in LV feeder above Bus 6- Network is divided into 2 areas VR,eqZ6L Z6RVL,eq   Figure 2-9 Equivalent model of LV network when break point lies in the LV feeder 2.3.2.2 Break-point at the terminal of the inverter This subsection covers the application of GNC at the terminals of the inverter. The grid impedance as seen by an inverter will equivalently comprise of the entire grid with line impedances, impedances of other inverters and the impedance of OLTC transformer. The inverter can measure 
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this impedance using the WSI tool which is explained in D3.4. A PRBS signal is injected into the control signal of the inverter which results in perturbations of the inverter output voltages and currents. These time domain perturbations are converter into frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) subroutine and the resulting impedance spectrum can be calculated.  Main diagram (inverter section) LVAC Grid YL2 Yinv2 Iinv2Z2_3 YL3 Yinv3 Iinv3Z3_4 YL4 Yinv4 Iinv4Z4_5 YL5 Yinv5 Iinv5Z5_6Z6_7 YL7 Yinv7 Iinv7Z7_9 YL9 Yinv9 Iinv9Z9_10 YL10 Yinv10 Iinv10Z10_11 YL11 Yinv11 Iinv11

ZOLTC YL6 Yinv6 Iinv6
Bus 1 Bus 2Bus 3Bus 4Bus 5Bus 6Bus 7Bus 9Bus 10Bus 11Z6L

Z6R

Yinv6Zgrid

 Figure 2-10 Impedance based analysis when break-point lies at the terminal of inverter Reduced diagram 
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Iinv3 Vgrid,eqZ6L

Z6R

ZgridYinv6  Figure 2-11 Equivalent model of LV network when break point lies at the terminal of inverter 2.4 Results of Stability Analysis This subsection discusses the impacts of cable length/cable impedances on the stability margins and the inherent interactions among converters in the LV grid. The stability analysis is conducted above Bus 6 as shown in Figure 2-8 where the break point lies on the LV feeder. We introduce a cable length scaling factor which scales each cable length from the nominal values of length. When this factor is unity, then it represents the original Irish LV grid and when this factor is 0.5, it implies that every cable length is reduced to half the original length. 2.4.1 GNC based stability analysis on Irish LV network The GNC is applied to the return ratio impedance matrix and the characteristic loci are obtained. Figure 2-12 shows the characteristic loci for the actual network. The system is stable since there are neither open loop unstable modes nor encirclements around the critical point marked by a red asterisk. On the right, a zoomed version of plot is provided which focuses the unit circle. A black dotted line is constructed from the origin to the intersection point of the characteristic loci and the unit circle. The angle subtended by the black dotted line to the negative real axis is marked in the zoomed plot. This angle is the Phase Margin. Higher the angle - higher the stability and vice versa. The phase margin for the original LV network is about 68 degrees. As a rule of thumb, in the field of control system design, phase margins above 60 degrees is robust by design.     Cable Length Scaling = 1.0  Zoomed Plot Figure 2-12 GNC applied to Bus 6 - Cable length scaling = 1.0 – Actual LV network  
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2.4.2 Cable length scaling factor less than 1 For this LV network, the average cable length between 2 buses was around 60-80 meters. However, in the future, with more and more RES inverters integrated into LV grids, the relative cable lengths between inverters can drastically reduce. This reduction in cable lengths could have increased interaction among converters.  Figure 2-13 and Figure 2-14 show the GNC analysis for cable length scaling factors of 0.5 and 0.1 respectively. It can be noted that the phase margin reduces indicating reduction in stability margins and increased interaction/oscillations among converters. This is the phenomenon of harmonic stability where converters can resonate or oscillate among themselves and centralised solutions such as OLTCs or capacitor banks cannot resolve these issues. Hence there is a motivation for modifying inverter behavioural such as impedance which can improve grid stability. VOI control is developed to shape the inverter output impedance based on the real-time measurement of grid impedance. More details on inverter VOI design can be found in D3.5.  Cable Length Scaling = 0.5  Zoomed Plot Figure 2-13 GNC applied to Bus 6 - Cable length scaling = 0.5  Cable Length Scaling = 0.1  Zoomed Plot Figure 2-14 GNC applied to Bus 6 - Cable length scaling = 0.1 2.4.3 Cable length scaling factor greater than 1 The Nyquist diagrams take an analogous form of the above cases, therefore for the cases discussed below we show only the zoomed plot. In sparsely populated rural area, the cable length would be much higher than compared to populated villages and urban areas. For those rural areas, the cable length factor would be much greater than one and hence the Irish LV grid model is scaled up or expanded. Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16 show the stability analysis for cable length scaling of 3 and 5 respectively. One can observe that the stability margins are considerably higher, 80 degrees and 88 degrees of phase margin for cable length scaling 3 and 5 respectively. 
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The characteristic loci tend more towards the right half plane (RHP). If the characteristic loci lie completely on the RHP, then the system is said to be passive. Passivity is a conservative form of stability and passivity guarantees stability whereas the vice-versa is not true. Therefore, passivity is a highly desirable property for control design [2]. 
 Figure 2-15 GNC applied to Bus 6 - Cable length scaling = 3 
 Figure 2-16 GNC applied to Bus 6 - Cable length scaling = 5 In order to check when the system becomes passive, the cable length scaling is further increased. Figure 2-17 and Figure 2-18 represent the stability analysis for cable length scaling of 8 and 9 respectively. The phase margins are greater than 90 degrees and the entire loci lies on the RHP, thus, implying passivity. The grid is highly stable and will not become unstable even under sufficiently large disturbance such as load shed, load increase or cable fault/short circuits.  
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 Figure 2-17 GNC applied to Bus 6 – Cable length scaling = 8, Network is Passive 
 Figure 2-18 GNC applied to Bus 6 – Cable length scaling = 9, Network is Passive 2.4.4 Impact of inverter control bandwidth The impact of inverter control bandwidth and PLL bandwidth is already discussed and analysed for an exemplary 3-Node LV feeder in Deliverable D3.2. Although the network is different here, the effects of increasing PLL bandwidth or controller bandwidth is identical. By applying the formulation as shown in 2.3.2.2, the impact of the controller and PLL bandwidth of Inverter 6 on the stability of Inverter 6 can be analysed.  2.5 The implications of new technique on network codes Results of the stability analysis was performed in the previous section. The stability analysis was performed on the LV section data of Irish network and the impact of cable length, inverter control bandwidth and inverter PLL bandwidth were investigated. Results from the stability analysis show 
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the impact of these parameters on the passivity property of the system and on the stability margins of the system.  The effect of cable length scaling on the phase margin is tabulated in Table 2-1. From a control engineering standpoint, phase margins above 60 degrees are robust. Therefore, we propose that the inverter output impedance should be modified by the DSO operator in real-time such that these stability margins are guaranteed. The proposed VOI algorithm in deliverable D3.5 uses real-time grid impedance measurement to synthesize the VOI control loop of inverter which provides guaranteed stability margins.  Currently, there are no network codes that are related to dynamic stability monitoring. Since the impedance-based techniques provide an effective way to calculate the stability margins of the system, we will propose for new grid codes that consider and specify minimum stability margins. From the results obtained so far, we state that LV networks should have phase margins above 60 degrees.  Table 2-1 Impact of relative distance between RES inverters   2.6 Conclusion This chapter proposes a system level decentralised stability monitoring algorithm. This algorithm will be part of the SV_A scenario or otherwise known as Dynamic Voltage Stability Monitoring (DVSM). The local impedance information that can be extracted from the inverter can be used to analyse the stability of the interconnection point of the inverter. The SSAU acts as a coordinator where every inverter is instructed to do the WSI based impedance measurement process one at a time. The SSAU communicates with the inverter using 5G ICT and applies the GNC to calculated stability margins. This impedance-based inverter/device can also be used by the DSO operator owing to its plug-play capabilities and use it measure stability at any point in the LV feeder.  The developed system level stability monitoring algorithm is applied to a Irish distribution grid data. Impact of grid voltage feedforward and PLL were considered in the modelling of inverters which are assumed to be present at every PCC/bus in the LV feeder. With the current state of the network considering cable length, the phase margins of the system are above 60 degrees. However, with increased incorporation of RES inverters, the relative distances between inverters are bound to reduce and this heavily impacts the stability margins. The distribution system is prone to harmonic instability problems.  New techniques which shape the inverters output impedance, such that the inverters can operate in a passive and stable manner are required and a new VOI technique aimed in resolving harmonic stability issue and which enables passive operation of inverters in introduced in D3.5. By applying the newly introduced VOI techniques, voltage stability can be achieved by real-time design of VOI control loops. 
Line Scaling Phase Margin (degrees) 0.1 46.48 0.5 58.56 1.0 68.14 3.0 79.76 5.0 88.38 8.0 106.12 9.0 112.52 
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3. Practical Aspects of Static Voltage Control  3.1 Active Low Voltage Distribution Systems Different configurations of futuristic Low Voltage AC (LVAC) grids are considered as depicted in Figure 3-1. Reactive power scheduling and static voltage management in distribution systems is challenged by proliferation of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), intermittent nature of Renewable Energy Sources (RESs), increasing demand of the consumers and complexities associated with new types of loads. Though most of DERs (including renewables) have the ability to control their output, growing penetration level of these sources increases the chance of conflict between their control actions and classical control devices installed at different locations of distribution systems. Thus, developing a robust Energy Management System (EMS) is inevitable to optimally schedule these resources to hold an acceptable level of Power Quality (PQ) and also to keep the optimality of the service provision cost. With no control scheme, the optimal operation will not be achieved and excessive operation of the regulating devices and other damaging phenomena are likely to happen. As a part of natural evolution of distribution systems, EMSs including metering systems along with Distribution Management System (DMSs) including different optimization functions, e.g., loss minimization, are taking important roles in control of these systems [15]-[16]. This chapter proposes a framework for optimal scheduling of reactive powers in a low voltage distribution system for minimizing the voltage unbalance, system total loss or voltage deviation from a desired value or satisfying every combinations of these objectives simultaneously. Practical limitations of all the controllable devices in these systems are appropriately modelled and taken into account. 3.2 Static voltage stability monitoring algorithm The proposed active voltage management (AVM) algorithm sits in the SSAU. Inputs to the proposed AVM algorithm: 3-phase local voltage measurement. Outputs of the algorithm: reactive power support provided by the power electronic interface and the available capacity of active voltage control. The static voltage control technique (SV_B) is a decentral algorithm for active voltage management to maintain the steady state voltages in the presence of different inverter-based RES technologies. The proposed technique controls the provision of reactive power from these units using an optimisation method.   The AVM technique consists of a multi-scenario three-phase AC optimal power flow (OPF) analysis of inverter interfaced RES connected to LV feeders. An offline network analysis is conducted as a centralised solution which is explained in this section.  The method of obtaining and applying the Volt-VAR Curves (VVCs) is outlined below: 
 Stage 1: determines the optimal voltage across all scenarios that minimizes the voltage unbalance of the feeder, or other objectives of interest, considering unlimited reactive power support for all RESs.  
 Stage II: determines the closest possible voltage deviation from optimal in each scenario, constraining the reactive power of the RES units to within representatively realistic bounds.  
 Stage III: the voltages are determined that occur at varying generation levels coinciding with the voltage sensitivities of demand at these times.  
 Stage IV: to conclude the offline-procedure the resulting reactive power set-points (Stage II) are plotted against the resulting voltage set-points (Stage III) to determine the volt-var curves for each RES system. 
 In application mode, for each inverter, the voltage is measured at PCC and the value of the change in the reactive power injection is found using the regarding VVC. The value of the final reactive power injection of this inverter is found according to its capacity and other operational constraints (see subsections 3.2.2 and 3.3.1.1).  
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  a) Unbalanced distribution network with Battery storage system   
 Unbalanced distribution network with PV and Battery storage system   
 Unbalanced distribution network with V2g system   
 Unbalanced distribution network with PV and wind tech RES  Figure 3-1 Futuristic distribution networks with Inverter based RES 3.2.1 RES based scenario generation  It is required to generate the operating scenarios for modelling the AVM based on the RES technology. This section is dedicated to describe the technique used for RES based scenario generation.  The final set of scenarios should give a prognosis of future system states and cover 
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the period of interest, e.g. the course of a day. The entries of the scenario vector are highly correlated and also time dependent.  A schematic representation of scenarios are shown in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3. In scenario-based modelling approach, it is assumed that the system (distribution network operation) is described via a set of scenarios with a given probability. The objective is optimized over all of the scenarios by optimizing the expected value of it [17].     Figure 3-2 Schematic representation of future scenarios in RES modeling  Each scenario contains a set of information describing the operating situation of the distribution network under study as shown in Figure 3-3.    Figure 3-3 Information described by each scenario In all simulations it is assumed that the historic data of wind and PV availability as well as the demand variations are available as shown in Figure 3-4. For each parameter a probability density function is extracted and then it is expressed as discrete quantities (called scenario here).   
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 Figure 3-4 Historic data of RES generation and demand In order to have a reasonable number of representative scenarios we might need to use some scenario reduction techniques [17].  3.2.2 Updated Modelling of inverter based RES technologies (Wind, PV, ESS)  Here we shortly explain the thorough mathematical modelling of various RES technologies. The basic requirements of inverter based RES technologies are already covered in D3.2. 3.2.2.1 Practical limitations of PV arrays  Traditionally, PV arrays just generate active power using photovoltaic effect. The capability of absorbing/generating reactive power is possible through an inverter. The inverter can provide reactive power support during normal operating conditions or even in fault conditions [18]. A generic single-phase grid connected solar-PV system is illustrated in Figure 3-5 .  Figure 3-5 single-phase grid connected solar-PV There are several reactive power compensation techniques implemented by the researchers for solar-PV systems. Traditionally, this is done by employing a control scheme in the inverter control circuit. These techniques along with some others are discussed in the following subsections. Implementing a control scheme by means of a controller at the solar-PV inverter for active and reactive power control is one of the simplest way for reactive power compensation. The control schemes are usually implemented using these following methods:  
 Digital signal processors (DSPs),  
 Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) 
 Microcontrollers. The capacity of the inverter and harmonic distortions mainly determine the feasible reactive power region. It should be noted that the reactive power is always coupled with and affected by the active power generation. A typical reactive power capability curve of PV units is shown in Figure 3-6. This figure indicates that the maximum power factor (considering harmonic distortions) as well as the maximum active power, specify the upper and lower limits of reactive power.   
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 Figure 3-6 Reactive power capability curve of PV 3.2.2.2 Practical limitations of Wind turbines  The superior active and reactive power controllability of the type 3 doubly-fed induction generators make this wind generator type heavily being used in the wind power industry. A typical configuration of a DFIG wind turbine is shown in Figure 3-7.   Figure 3-7 A typical configuration of a DFIG Some wind turbine configurations are depicted in Figure 3-8. In this type of wind generators (Figure 3-8-i), the stator circuit is connected to the grid directly, and the rotor is connected via a back-to-back Power electronic converter interface, by making it a doubly-fed machine. The Type-4 wind generators (also known as the Full-converter wind generator) use a fully-rated Power electronic converter interface to connect with the grid, and three different configurations are shown in Figure 3-8 (ii)-(iv) [18]. The Figure 3-8 (ii) shows a Full-converter wind generator based on the asynchronous generator, and the Wound rotor induction generators mostly used as the asynchronous generator. The Full-converter wind generator configurations based on  synchronous generators can either be excited electrically via slip rings as shown in Figure 3-8 (iii), or they can be self-excited permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs) as shown in Figure 3-8 (iv). 
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 Figure 3-8 Different wind turbine configurations The reactive power capability curve of a 1.5 MW DFIG-RSC and DFIG-GSC are shown in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10, respectively [19].   Figure 3-9 Reactive power capability curve of DFIG with Rotor side controller 
 Figure 3-10 Reactive power capability curve of DFIG with Grid side controller 3.2.2.3 Practical limitations of Energy storage systems  The Energy storage systems (ESS) are usually used for balancing the power generated by DERs, and its charge/discharge power is optimally calculated based on different objective functions like cost/payment minimization [20] or technical support for the distribution network [21]. The reactive 
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power curve of these technologies are also dependant on the power factor limit as well as their active schedule the same as Figure 3-6. 3.3 Simulation Results In subsection 3.2.2, different factors that restrict the controllable range of reactive power support of different types of RESs were discussed. In practical applications, a simple power factor limit, e.g., power factor>0.95 lag, is still being used as the industry common practice for reactive power control of the inverter based RESs. In this subsection, first, it has been discussed how these new operational constraints (which are mostly proposed for safe operation of RESs as well as achieving higher levels of power quality) affect the voltage controllability in low voltage distribution systems comparing to the industry common practice (power factor limitations). Different studies are conducted to show higher effectiveness of voltage control if the actual constraints are taken into account. The sample low voltage distribution system which is used to showcase the AVM technique, and extract the VVCs for a set of RES, is a radial LV feeder with 85 nodes situated in Ireland [22]–[25]. A 10/0.4 kV step-down transformer with fixed tap position is used to connect this 11-node 74-customer underground network (Figure 3-11) to the upstream system. In order to ensure realistic voltage perturbations are observed at the head of the feeder in the multi-scenario case, a separate feeder connection off the transformer is considered as presented in Figure 3-11, which supplies further 85 customers. The network line characteristics can be found in D3.2.   Figure 3-11 Topology of the sample low voltage distribution system In order to be able to plot the three-phase voltages, the buses are renumbered in Figure 3-11. The RESs available in this case study are inverter-based 2 kW Vehicle to Grid (V2G) systems. Table 3-1 presents the phase that these V2G inverters are connected to as well as their locations and three-phase supply nodes.   Table 3-1 Location, phase, three-phase supply node and capacity of RES connections V2G Location Phase Three-phase supply Capacity (Smax) 1 bus12 c bus04 2 kVA 2 Bus13 b bus05 2 kVA 3 Bus14 b bus06 2 kVA 4 Bus15 c Bus09 2 kVA 
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5 Bus16 a Bus10 2 kVA 6 Bus17 c Bus11 2 kVA 7 Bus18 c Bus11 2 kVA 8 Bus19 a Bus11 2 kVA 9 Bus20 b Bus11 2 kVA A high resolution (minute by minute) database on the active and reactive power demands at each bus is available. In order to reduce the computational burden of the proposed active voltage management algorithm, simultaneous backward scenario reduction algorithm is applied to reduce these huge number of samples to a few scenarios. This scenario reduction algorithm is summarized in the following steps [26]: I. Let S be the remaining set of scenarios and DS be the set of scearios to be deleted. At the beginning of the reduction algorithm, set S is the set of initial samples and DS is null. II. Compute the distance between each two scenarios s and k (DTs,k). III. For each scenario s, MDs is the minimum distance of this scenario from the other scenarios. r(s) is the scenario index that has the minimum distance with scenario s. IV. Compute the deletion measure (DM) for each scenario s: DMs=πs.MDs V. Find the scenario with minimum DM (scenario d). VI. Remove d from S, add it to DS and let πr(d)= πr(d)+πd. VII. Do I to VI until the desired number of scenario is reached. Figure 3-12 shows the active power consumption during a day by a one-minute resolution. As can be seen the power demand of this system varies widely during a day. Figure 3-13 presents the active power consumption for each scenario. As can be seen, these scenarios model the actual load variations with an acceptable accuracy. This show the effectiveness of the adopted scenario reduction algorithm. 
 Figure 3-12 Minute-by-minute total active power consumption. Total active demand (kW)
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 Figure 3-13 Total active power consumption in each scenario. Batteries of Electric Vehicles (EVs) have a considerable potential not only to provide energy for the locomotion of EVs, but also to dynamically interact with the low voltage electricity grids. Thereby, through the energy stored in the batteries, these vehicles can be used to regulate the active and the reactive powers, as local Energy Storage Systems. In D3.2, the inverter based RESs were 9 PV arrays installed at the same locations as those considered in this section. Here, 9 V2G systems are considered to analyse the effects of different types of controllable inverters on the results of the proposed active voltage management algorithm. EVs can contribute to help the power grid to regulate the active and reactive power flow in order to stabilize the energy production and consumption. It should be noted that V2G systems typically consume active power, except for the systems for which both operation strategies and technical characteristics of the charging station allow battery discharge. The owners of the electrical vehicles may also raise an argument about discharging their vehicles’ batteries in the course of time that they left their vehicles to be charged. In other words, the interface between the distribution grid and the EVs, instead of using typical power converters that only work on unidirectional mode, need to use bidirectional power converters to charge the batteries (G2V - Grid-to-Vehicle mode) and to deliver a part of the stored energy in the batteries back to the power grid (V2G - Vehicle-to-Grid mode). Usage profiles should be defined and controlled by a collaborative broker, taking into account the requirements of the low voltage distribution systems and the conveniences of the vehicle owners. In this section, it has been assumed that the charging station only consumes active power. However, reactive power can be easily exchanged between the V2G system and the grid. Under such setup, the active power consumption of these V2G systems may reduce the voltage levels at different load points of the distribution system (comparing to PV RESs considered in D3.2) which in turn, necessitates higher levels of reactive power support that should be provided by the inverters of the charging stations installed across the network to mitigate the unwanted voltage drop especially at remote ends. Subsection 3.3.1 present the results assuming that there is no limitation on the reactive power provided by these inverters except for the maximum capacity (Smax) of the V2G systems. The results of this subsection are compared to those obtained in D3.2 for PV arrays. The effects of applying the limitations on the effectiveness of the proposed active voltage management are discussed in subsection 3.3.2. 

Total active demand (kW)
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3.3.1 The results of applying the proposed AVM algorithm for V2G system control To evaluate the performance of the proposed active voltage management algorithm, some computer simulations are conducted and results are obtained for the test system introduced in this section. Bidirectional reactive power exchange is allowed for the charging stations under different scenarios. The offline modelling phase (extraction of the VVCs) is repeated for two different objectives which are the most important objectives from the system operator’s point of view, i.e., voltage unbalance minimisation as the first objective and active power loss minimisation as the second objective. In D3.5, a framework will be proposed that will enable the system operator to consider different (and probably opposing objectives) simultaneously. This subsection first investigates the potential of incorporating V2G systems, i.e., the batteries of EVs and inverters of the charging stations (with bidirectional reactive power exchange capability), in a low voltage distribution network for voltage control, where the main objective of the system operator is to minimize the voltage unbalance at all the load points in order to increase the power quality of the low voltage consumers connected to the test system introduced at the beginning of this section. In the first step the optimal voltage levels should be found for all V2G inverters (see subsection 3.2). These voltages lead to the average lowest voltage unbalance for all the scenarios.  The second stage then determines the optimal reactive power injections of V2G systems in each scenario that lead to the closest voltage levels to those obtained for V2G inverters in the first stage. In the second stage, the reactive power of the V2G systems should be restricted to the realistic bounds associated to the maximum capacity of the regarding inverters. In the next subsection, other limitations are also taken into account. Table 3-2 Optimal inverter voltages (for voltage control mode), slope and intercept of V2G systems for power control mode. Objective: minimisation of voltage unbalance  Power control mode of operation Voltage control mode of operation Relative Error % V2G system m (pu/kVAR) c (pu) Reactive power control equation ΔQ=α.Vpcc+β  Vopt (pu) 1 -0.00120 0.98545 ΔQ= -835.7030Vpcc+ 823.5394 0.98702 0.160 2 -0.01043 0.98953 ΔQ= -95.9169Vpcc+ 94.9123 0.98997 0.045 3 -0.00939 0.98191 ΔQ= -106.5353Vpcc+ 104.6079 0.98169 0.023 4 -0.00793 0.98282 ΔQ= -126.0461Vpcc+ 123.8812 0.98413 0.132 5 -0.01368 0.98103 ΔQ= -73.0928Vpcc+ 71.7066 0.98351 0.251 6 -0.01145 0.98757 ΔQ= -87.3083Vpcc+ 86.2232 0.99000 0.245 7 -0.00935 0.97680 ΔQ= -106.9036Vpcc+ 104.4232 0.97752 0.074 8 -0.02598 0.98615 ΔQ= -38.4935Vpcc+ 37.9604 0.98475 0.143 9 -0.01178 0.98353 ΔQ= -84.9011Vpcc+ 83.5030 0.98568 0.218 
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In Stage 3, the voltages of all inverters are found in each scenario. Finally, the resulting reactive power set-points (results of stage 2) are plotted against the resulting voltage set-points (voltages obtained in stage 3) to determine the VVC for each V2G system to conclude the offline-procedure for first objective. Table 3-2 gives the results of these stages producing the following characteristics for the V2G connections under examination. Parameters of the VVCs and also the optimal voltages are provided in this table. Active voltage management include different control modes for the inverter-based resources to optimise performance depending on whether the generator is connected to the grid, or in island mode. Therefore, they can be set to maintain the voltage (voltage control mode), the PF (power factor control mode) or the reactive power (power control mode).  In this section, the extracted VVCs (see Table 3-2) are applied to find the optimal reactive power set-points in power control mode of operation. It should be noted that the optimal voltages can be considered as the voltage set-points in the voltage control mode of operation for these inverters. If the inverters follow these voltage set-points in the voltage control mode of operation, the results will be the same as those that are obtained in power control model of operation where the inverters are tasked with following the reactive power levels that are found using the VVCs. In fact, in both control modes, the inverters should try to follow the optimal voltages as accurate as possible according to the operational limitations. All the slopes of the VVCs should be negative. This assures a positive reactive power injection when the measured voltages at PCCs are below the regarding target voltages (Vopt) and a negative reactive power injection (positive absorption) when the measured voltages are higher than the target voltages. This validates the successful application of the proposed active voltage management algorithm. This is as expected as, under steady-state and stable operation (static voltage control), an injection of reactive power to the PCC will raise the voltage magnitude at this location. In the same way, a reactive power absorption at this node will reduce the voltage magnitude. As explained in D3.2, the target voltage which is called here intercept c, should closely match the optimal voltage (Vopt), i.e., the voltage set-points extracted for voltage control mode of operation. This indicates the effectiveness of the proposed method for active voltage management based on VVCs and validates application of the optimal voltages (Vopt) as the voltage set-points of the system inverters in the voltage control mode of operation. Here the relative error is defined as the relative difference between the intercept of each VVC and the regarding optimal voltage (|c-Vopt|/Vopt). In no case does the relative error between the intercept of the slopes and the Vopt for each V2G system exceed 1%. The balance points of each VCC are, Q=Qmax, Q=-Qmax and V=c. It means after successful application of these VVCs for the active voltage management in this system, the reactive power or voltage settings of all the inverters should be set at one of these balance points, signifying the fact that the required reactive power support is optimally dispatched or there is no other way to better optimize these settings due to the practical limitations on the reactive power supports that can be provided by each inverter, e.g., capacity limit. This will be further explained in D3.5. The sub-plots of Figure 3-14 are the reactive power set-points from the second stage in AVM algorithm and the voltage set-points from the third stage plotted against each other and also the VVC for each respective V2G system in this case study which are found using linear regression based on the voltage and reactive power set points.  For each subplot, an equation is determined from the linear regression analysis for reactive power control. This equation shows gives the relative value of the change in the reactive power injection of the regarding V2G system. For all the V2G systems of these low voltage distribution system, these equations are presented in Table 3-2. It is these equations that are passed to the online deployment phase. Section 3.3.1.1 explains in detail how to apply these VVCs and the regarding equation for voltage control. The second objective which is one of the most important objectives in the operation of distribution systems is loss minimisation. The electrical transmission and distribution losses accounts for most of the power losses in the entire system. The largest amounts of these losses occur in the primary and secondary distribution lines, and can be classified as either technical losses or non-technical losses. Technical losses occur when the energy is dissipated by the equipment and conductors in the distribution lines. The losses depend on the network characteristics, and also the operation 
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strategy. There are two categories of technical power losses; the fixed technical losses and the variable technical losses. The fixed losses in the distribution lines account for between a 25% and 30% of the total technical losses. These are usually in the form of heat and noise and occur whenever the transformer is energized. The fixed losses are not influenced by the amount of load current flowing through the system lines. The main sources of the fixed losses include the leakage current losses, open circuit losses, corona losses and dielectric losses. In order to reduce the fixed part of the energy loses, better technologies and materials should be used in the system equipment. For example a transformer with lower core loss and also lower leakage current leads to lower fixed loss. However, this may drastically increase the transformer cost and also changing the step-down transformer of a distribution system imposes a considerable cost.  The variable losses are proportional to the square of the load current and accounts to between 70% and 75% of the technical losses in a distribution system. This part of the system loses can be reduced by the proper control of the controllable resources in these systems. This loss reduction reduces the system operation cost. By applying a proper loss reduction technique the value of the energy saving will be quite considerable.   Here, the proposed algorithm is applied to find the VVCs considering the variable loss minimization as the main objective. Table 3-3 shows the optimum voltages for the voltage control mode of operation as well as the parameters of the VVCs for the power mode of operation that lead to the minimum power loses in this sample system. The relative errors are also provided in this table. As can be seen the values of this error are quite low. This indicates if the optimal voltages are followed by the inverters in the power mode of operation, the results are the same as those that will be obtained by applying the VVCs to find the reactive power injections of the inverters in the power control mode. The slope of all VVCs are also negative, signifying a positive reactive power injection when the voltage at PCC is lower than the optimal voltage and a negative reactive power injection when the PCC voltage is higher than the optimal voltage proposed in Table 3-3.  Table 3-3 Optimal inverter voltages (for voltage control mode), slope and intercept of V2G systems for power control mode. Objective: loss minimisation  Power control mode of operation Voltage control mode of operation Relative Error % V2G system m (pu/kVAR) c (pu) Reactive power control equation ΔQ=α.Vpcc+β  Vopt (pu) 1 -0.00122 0.98224 ΔQ= -821.8330Vpcc+ 807.2337 0.98230 0.0875 2 -0.01023 0.98121 ΔQ= -97.7680Vpcc+ 95.9305 0.98069 0.1052 3 -0.01087 0.97831 ΔQ= -92.0284Vpcc+ 90.0327 0.97868 0.0902 4 -0.00771 0.97863 ΔQ= -129.7258Vpcc+ 126.9535 0.97905 0.1301 5 -0.01657 0.96886 ΔQ= -60.3562Vpcc+ 58.4770 0.96870 0.2375 6 -0.00937 0.97413 ΔQ= -106.7464Vpcc+ 103.9852 0.97500 0.3426 7 -0.01007 0.97517 ΔQ= -99.3031Vpcc+ 96.8372 0.97524 0.0481 
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8 -0.01756 0.96705 ΔQ= -56.9324Vpcc+ 55.0564 0.96753 0.3431 9 -0.01225 0.97441 ΔQ= -81.6615Vpcc+ 79.5720 0.97474 0.2195  
 Figure 3-14 Resulting VVCs found for minimisation of voltage unbalance for V2G systems 1-9, showing intercepts and slopes Figure 3-15 shows the PCC voltages plotted against the optimal values of the reactive power injection (with the objective of loss minimisation) for each V2G system in 35 scenarios (after scenario reduction). The optimal reactive power injections and voltages are found according to the method presented in D3.2 and summarized in subsection 3.2. For each V2G system a VVC is extracted applying linear regression technique on the voltage-reactive power pairs plotted in the regarding sub-plot. Comparing the VVCs obtained for loss minimization to those obtained for minimization of the voltage unbalance, one can say the intercepts of the VVCs obtained for loss minimization in this system are usually lower. The main reason lies under the fact that due to the load-to-voltage dependence at the load points of this system, the higher voltages lead to the higher active and reactive power demand. Higher active and reactive powers lead to higher line currents which in turn cause higher power loss. Therefore, with loss minimisation objective, the optimal voltages 
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are lower comparing to the optimal voltages found for minimization of the voltage unbalance. No meaningful relation was observed for the slopes of the VVCs under loss minimization and voltage unbalance minimization as the main objectives. 
 Figure 3-15 Resulting VVCs found for power loss minimisation for V2G systems 1-9, showing intercepts and slopes In order to validate the ability of the adopted 3-phase power flow algorithm to converge to a stable solution while there are many controllable devices connected to the low voltage distribution system under study, and also to assess the voltage controllability of the inverters, the three-phase voltages at all system buses are presented in Figure 3-16. The voltage set-points of each inverter is fixed on the values presented in Table 3-2 for Vopt under voltage unbalance minimisation as the main objective. Considering the voltages at buses 12-20 (PCC of V2G systems), it can be seen that the voltages of the phases on which the V2G systems have been installed (see Table 3-1) match the values presented in Table 3-2. The same study is conducted under loss minimization as the main objective. The three-phase voltages are depicted in Figure 3-17. As discussed earlier, the optimal voltage levels are usually lower with this objective, since this lower voltages lead to the lower active power loss. As can be seen the adopted unbalanced three-phase flow algorithm is effectively converged to a stable solution. Other than the voltages at the PCCs of the V2G systems, the load voltages (buses 1 to 11) are also lower with the second objective comparing to the voltages obtained with the first objective. 
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The other main observation that should be mentioned here is that with the optimal voltages obtained for voltage unbalance minimisation objective, the voltages at system load are very close to each other. These leads to a very lower voltage unbalance and also shows the effectiveness of the optimisation algorithm used to find the optimal voltages. 
 Figure 3-16 Voltage levels at different system buses, buses 12-20 are the PCCs of the V2G systems (Objective: Minimisation of Voltage Unbalance) 

 Figure 3-17 Voltage levels at different system buses, buses 12-20 are the PCCs of the V2G systems (Objective: Loss minimisation) Voltage (Pu.)
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 Figure 3-18 Reactive power injection of each V2G inverter in order to achieve the voltage levels presented in Figure 3-16 for each inverter (Objective: Minimisation of Voltage Unbalance) 
 Figure 3-19 Reactive power injection of each V2G inverter in order to achieve the voltage levels presented in Figure 3-16 for each inverter (Objective: Loss minimisation) The values of the reactive power that each inverter should inject at PCC (to attain the voltage levels depicted in Figure 3-16) is presented in Figure 3-18. As can be seen, some of these values are negative, signifying reactive power consumption by these inverters. It has been assumed that no active power is consumed by these V2G systems. This means all the capacity of each inverter can be dedicated to reactive power support. The active and reactive power demands at all load points and other load characteristics have been set to the values regarding the most probable scenario. Figure 3-18 shows that for some inverters it is not possible to hold the voltage levels at the desired values presented in Table 3-2, since the value of the reactive power supports that are 
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presented in Figure 3-18 cannot be supplied by these inverters due to the capacity constraints (see subsection 3.3.1.1). For the second objective, the values of the reactive power that each inverter should inject at PCC to attain the voltage levels depicted in Figure 3-17 is presented in Figure 3-19. The same phenomenon are observed here. It should be also noted that in order to reduce the voltage levels and therefore, the power loss, the reactive power consumptions of V2G systems 5 and 8 are lower in this figure comparing to the values presented in Figure 3-18 for minimisation of the voltage unbalance in this low voltage distribution system. 3.3.1.1 Online application of VVCs for voltage unbalance minimization Voltage control plays an important role in the operation of electricity distribution networks, especially when there is a large penetration of renewable energy resources and other inverter-based controllable devices. In this project, as a part of static voltage control plan, the main focus is on voltage control through reactive power compensation and study how different information structures affect the control performance. A fully decentralized and robust algorithms was provided by adding additional information, which can stabilize the voltage in the acceptable range. It should be noted that using only voltage measurements to determine reactive power compensation is insufficient to maintain voltage in this acceptable range. The maximum current of each inverter is restricted by the maximum current that its switches can interrupt or the thermal current limit specified by the manufacturer. The maximum voltage that can be applied across the inverter is determined by maximum allowable inverse bias voltage of the switches or the maximum voltage level that the device insulation can tolerate in steady state condition. This two factors (maximum tolerable current and voltage) restricts the capacity of the inverter. In the steady state studies of power systems, these limitations are usually modelled by a single constraint, i.e., the apparent power injected (or consumed) by this inverter cannot be higher than the maximum allowable apparent power which is always referred to as the inverter capacity (Smax). According to the proposed active voltage management (see subsection 3.2), the reactive power support of each inverter unit should be determined considering this limitation. In fact, by measuring the voltage at connection point of this inverter, the change in the reactive power support provided by this inverter can be found using the regarding VVC. However, it is possible that this change cannot be fully applied due to the apparent power limitation of this inverter. With Pg as Qg as the active and reactive power injection of the inverters before deploying the voltage control strategy and Smax as the maximum allowable apparent power of this inverter, the change in the reactive power support (ΔQg) should satisfy constraint (3.1), where as shown in (3.2), ΔQg+Qg is the total value of the reactive power injected by this inverter.  
   

2 2max 2 max 2
g g g gS P Q Q S P        (3.1) 
total

g g gQ Q Q   (3.2) Therefore, the change in the reactive power support should be found using the following steps to satisfy the inverter capacity constraints. In these steps, Qgfinal is the final value of the reactive power support that this inverter should provide. I. Find the optimal change in the reactive power support of this inverter, i.e., ΔQgopt using VVCs extracted in offline simulations. II. If Qgtotal=Qg+ΔQgopt is between the upper and lower limits presented in (3.1), set If Qgfinal to Qgtotal. III. If Qgtotal=Qg+ΔQgopt is greater than the upper limit (3.1), set Qgfinal to the upper limit proposed by (3.1). IV. If Qgtotal=Qg+ΔQgopt is lower than the upper limit (3.1), set Qgfinal to the lower limit proposed by (3.1). 
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 Figure 3-20 How to use VVCs to find the optimal change in the reactive power support of each inverter (ΔQopt). The procedure of finding the optimal reactive power injection is explained here using a simple example. With the measured voltage level at each PCC, the regarding VVC can be used to find the optimal change in the reactive power support of this inverter, i.e., ΔQgopt. Figure 3-20 shows how to find ΔQgopt, using a sample VVC. Assuming a voltage of 0.99 pu at PCC, this VCC suggest a -1 kVAR change in the reactive power injection of this inverter. Now, assuming a capacity of 2 kVA, a 1 kW active power consumption and a -1.2 kVAR reactive power injection for this inverter, one can say the value of the final reactive power injection should be between –sqrt(22-12) and +sqrt(22-12), i.e.,  between -1.7332 and +1.7332. As mentioned before, VVC proposes ΔQgopt=-1 kVAR. Therefore, Qgtotal=(-1.2)+(-1)=-2.2 kVAR. However, this new level of reactive power injection cannot be provided by this inverter due to the lower bound constraint on the reactive power support of this inverter, i.e., -1.7332≤Qgfinal. Therefore, the final reactive power injection of this inverter should be set to Qgfinal= -1.7332. The equations provided in Table 3-2 for obtaining the change in the reactive power injection of each inverter will feature in the secondary substation automation unit (SSAU). The equations are implemented in real-time and along with the measurements available at the terminals of each inverter at PCC determine the reactive power set-point operation of these inverters for each period of voltage control. This will be discussed further in D3.5. For each controllable inverter connected to the low voltage distribution system under study, a volt-VAR curve is first extracted according to the method presented in D3.2 to D3.4. These VVCs can be used to find the optimal change that should be applied by each controllable device according to the measured voltage at regarding PCC. In application mode (implementation phase), after extracting the value of the change in the reactive power injection of each device (ΔQopt), the specific operational constraints of each type of inverter-based control system should be taken into account to find the final reactive power injection of each device (Qfinal). These procedure is presented in Figure 3-21. The next subsection presented results of applying the extracted VVCs in practice for a week long period. In this study, different limitations regarding the operation of the inverters of the V2G systems are taken into account to show the effectiveness of the proposed method in satisfying the operator objectives even when very restrictive constraints are taken into account. The main focus of the next subsection is to show the effects of the real operational constraints that should be taken into account for the safe operation of the RES based inverters as well as for attaining the higher levels of power quality.  
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 Figure 3-21 Application of VVCs considering the operational constraints of the inverter based controllable devices. 3.3.1.2 Implementation of the VVCs for Active Voltage Management  In order to validate the proposed active voltage management technique, the minute by minute active and reactive power demands at all load points and also the other required data are collected for one week and for each minute a three-phase unbalance power flow has been conducted to find the three-phase voltages. In this week-long time-series power flow, the V2G systems on this LV feeder are tasked with following their assigned VVCs found in this subsection. In these simulations, the V2G systems are assigned the VVCs presented in Figure 3-14. In three separate studies the three different fixed power factor operation strategies are assumed for the V2G systems connected to this low voltage distribution system, i.e., 0.95 inductive, 1 and 0.95 capacitive. These settings constrain the reactive power support of each V2G inverter to absorb roughly one-third of the value of active power consumed by the V2G charger, zero and inject about one-third of the value of active power consumed by the V2G charger. A fixed power factor is typical for an inverter based controllable device connected to a low voltage distribution system to reduce the voltage-rise effect caused by the excessive active power injections. The operation of the set-points extracted using the VVCs are compared to the operation at the aforementioned fixed power factor strategies. The operational constraints of various types of inverter-based RES were analysed in this subsection. In this subsection different limitations that may be applied in order to ensure the safe operation of the inverters and also an acceptable level of power quality will also be applied and the obtained results are compared to those obtained with the case that the capacity constraints are considered as the only constraints for operation of the system inverters and also the results obtained under the fixed power factor assumptions. The bottom-up demand-model is once again utilised to generate a week-long demand profile for the 74 customers modelled on the LV feeder and the 85 customers on the external feeder, modelled in bulk. In these load profile the active power consumptions at the PCCs are also taken into account. Figure 3-22 shows the range of values of active power demand absorbed from the upstream system through the step-down transformer of this system. The active power consumption of the V2G systems is also depicted in this figure for the week-long time-series simulation. The component of every demand customer is compartmentalised into constant impedance, constant current and constant power. The components of the adopted ZIP load model are also presented in Figure 3-22. This ensures a realistic scenario and represents the voltage 
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dependence behaviours of the system loads as those that can be seen on practical low voltage distribution system. The observed voltage measurement at the terminals of the V2G systems are mapped to their set-point operation of reactive power using 9 different studies. The results of these simulations are briefly discussed in this subsection.   
 Figure 3-22 Active power demand at system load buses, active power demand of V2G systems, and ZIP components at system load buses 3.3.2 Considering the practical limitations of V2G systems in AVM algorithm Table 3-4 summarizes the performance metrics of interest to the time-series power flow simulation utilising the VVCs found in the offline-analysis for voltage unbalance and loss minimization. The results are also presented for the fixed power factor scenarios. With minimisation of the voltage unbalance as the objective, the algorithm reduces the voltage unbalance by about 26% and 37% comparing to the voltage unbalance found with loss minimization as the main objective and the best voltage unbalance gained with the fixed power factor assumption. On the other hand, as can be seen in Table 3-4, under loss minimization as the objective, the proposed decentralized AVM algorithm reduces the weekly energy loss by about 11% and 5% comparing to the energy loss with minimization of the voltage unbalance as the main objective and the best voltage unbalance found under the fixed power factor assumption. The 
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definition of the performance metrics is provided here to facilitate understanding the values presented in Table 3-4. - The average voltage unbalance: sum of the voltage unbalance indices for all buses, all scenarios and all time periods (minute by minute), divided by Nd*Ns*T, where Nd, Ns and T are the number of load buses, number of scenarios and number of periods, respectively. - Voltage unbalance index at bus i in scenario s, time period t: the average voltage deviation of all phases at bus i in scenario s, time period t from the average voltage at bus i in scenario s, time period t. - Total energy loss: sum of the active power loss in all network lines, all scenarios and all time periods, multiplied by the length of each time period in hour. Here the length of each period is one minute or 0.0167 hour. - Average voltage of phase ϕ: sum of the voltage magnitude of phase ϕ for all buses, all scenarios and all time periods, divided by Nd*Ns*T. Table 3-4 Comparison of active power loss and voltage metrics Objective Total Energy Loss (kWh) Average Voltage Unbalance  Min. Voltage Unbalance 313.4432 0.012584  Min. V. Unbalance with accurate operational constraints 303.5436 0.012124 Min. Voltage Unbalance Available NC Recommendation, Lagging PF>0.92 297.6478 0.015234 Min. Power Loss [kW] 283.9466 0.015801 Min. Power Loss with accurate operational constraints 282.9815 0.015244 Min. Power Loss [kW] NC recommendation Lagging PF>0.92 290.4841 0.015918 Fixed Power Factor 0.95 Lag Power factor 297.1450 0.017371 Unity Power factor 298.9494 0.017235 0.95 Lead Power factor 301.1108 0.017186 The values gained for the average voltage unbalance and weekly energy loss in Table 3-4 suggests that there may by some strategies that can reduce the voltage unbalance and energy loss simultaneously. We will address this matter in D3.5. The remaining part of this subsection discussed the effects of the other limitations on the operation of the inverter-based controllable devices on the performance of the proposed active voltage management algorithm based on VVCs. Table 3-4 also presents the results obtained in the implementation of the VVCs for AVM considering two different set of constraints on the operation of the inverter of the V2G systems to show the effects of the constraints on the effectiveness of the proposed AVM algorithm. In the first study, it is assumed that the maximum reactive power support that can be provided by each inverter has fixed component, e.g., 30% of the maximum capacity which can be provided even when there is no active power injection or absorption. There is also an active power-dependent component that is proportional to the value of the active power injection/absorption of the regarding inverter. We model this component by applying a limit on the value of the power factor of this inverter, e.g. PFmax=0.82. In Table 3-4 this study is referred to as the one with accurate operational constraints. In the second study, a maximum power factor is set for the inverter operation. In this study the inverters can only absorb the reactive power signifying an always lagging power factor. This is the common engineering practice in most of DSOs across Europe. Here this maximum lagging 
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power factor is set to 0.92. It should be noted that in this study, the power factor is not assumed to be fixed. The value of the reactive power injection of each inverter is still found using the regarding VVC, but the maximum reactive power injection is restricted by this maximum power factor assumption. Now we can analyse how these sets of constraints affect the performance of the proposed AVM algorithm. According to Table 3-4, with the accurate constraint modelling, the results of applying the proposed AVM algorithm for optimising the reactive power dispatch to minimise the voltage unbalance are even better than the case with capacity constraint as the only constraint on the operation of the system inverters. It may seem a little bit surprising, but can be justified based on the following explanations: 1) By applying the VVCs for optimization of the reactive power dispatch, the performance metrics will be improved (compared to the fixed power factor assumption and uncontrolled dispatch). However, the results are not globally optimal. Actually, the globaly optimal results cannot be acchieved using any decentralized control system. Therefore, the results of the proposed AVM algorithm cannot be treated as the results of an optimization framework that is applied to find the global optimal settings. 2) After applying the VVCs to find the optimal reactive power injection of all inverters, the set of voltrage measurements will be updated. It is quite possible that according to these new voltage levels, further corrections are required. This indicates the need of applying a supervised closed loop voltage control based on the VVCs that will be addressed in D3.5 and the results will be discussed. 
 Figure 3-23 Reactive power injection of each V2G system with and without considering the practical limitations of the inverter based controllable devices. 
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 Figure 3-24 Reactive power injection of each V2G system when only the negative power factors (lagging) are allowable. With total energy loss as the objective, the same phenomenon is observed and the value of weekly energy loss is lower considering the actual constraints on the operation of the system inverters comparing to the energy loss obtained for the optimised reactive power dispatch considering the capacity limit as the only constraint. For the study with maximum lagging power factor of 0.92, the proposed AVM algorithm leads to a total loss and voltages unbalance of 2.5% and 12.5% lower than the best energy loss and voltage unbalance attained with the fixed power factor assumption with loss minimization and minimization of the voltage unbalance as the main objective, respectively. This indicates the effectiveness of the proposed AVM algorithm even with such restricted feasible region for the reactive power injection of the system inverters. Figure 3-23 shows the values of the reactive power injection of all 9 V2G inverters in this study with capacity constraint as the only restriction on the operation of these inverters and also with actual constraints. It can be seen how the actual constraints restrict the reactive power support provided by each inverter. The reactive power injection of each inverter in every minute of the week of study is presented in Figure 3-24 under the assumption that no leading power factor is allowed. The reactive power support provided by each inverters in every minute of this week is also presented with maximum power factor of 0.92. It can be seen how these assumptions affect the optimal reactive power supports provided by the system inverter. 
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The effects of different constraints on the PQ capability curve and also the active and reactive power injections of all the inverters of this study are presented in Figure 3-25 and Figure 3-26 for the objectives of minimisation of the voltage unbalance and loss minimisation, respectively. 

 Figure 3-25 Active and reactive power capability curves, objective: Minimisation of the voltage unbalance. 
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 Page 45 (57)  Figure 3-26 Active and reactive power capability curves, objective: Minimisation of the total energy loss. 
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3.4 The implications of new technique for network codes Generally, network codes are designed to achieve better service quality for the costumers while maintaining an acceptable level of system security and equipment safety. There are two general approach to improve the service quality, i.e., spending more money to update the network components and designing better management algorithms to better control the available controllable sources and to make the best use of existing assets. In this project, the second approach is taken. In this section of the present deliverable, we complete the proposed active voltage management that was previously discussed in D3.2. The effects of practical limitations that should be taken into account in this algorithm were discussed. Considering this limitations in the proposed AVM algorithm, the safety of the system components can be guaranteed and also the service quality can be further improved. The system standards and network codes for operation of low voltage unbalanced distribution systems should be revised accordingly. In this section we suggest application of the proposed AVM algorithm considering the actual practical considerations and constraints on operation of the inverter based controllable devices. In D3.8, the available network codes in this regard are reviewed and a few modifications will be proposed in order to improve the service quality and equipment safety. 3.5 Conclusion and Further Works on SV_B In this chapter, the offline-centralised modelling approach, i.e., the PCC voltage level optimization enabled the identification of an online-decentralised technique for AVM which can used in real-time operation and control of the unbalanced low voltage distribution systems. The effects of considering the practical limitations in operation of the inverter-based control devices on the effectiveness of the proposed AVM algorithm were discussed. According to the results of the studies conducted in this chapter: 1) The VVCs enable the decentral operation of inverter-based control devices for voltage control in an online setting satisfying the performance criteria of the distribution system operator. 2) One optimal voltages, i.e, target voltage per inverter should be identified in a wide range of diverse conditions that incorporates the entire range of demand-to-voltage sensitivities experienced on LV feeders. ZIP load modeling was used to model the dynamic dependence of the system demand at different load points to the load points’ voltages. Even with these diverse conditions the optimal voltages can be found that effectively satistisfy the DSO’s objective. 3) Another point of note is revealed when considering the small relative errors between the oprimal voltages and the intercept of the VVCs. It can be said that application of VVCs in the power control mode of operation is equalent of application of the optimal voltages as the target voltages in the voltage control mode of operation for the system inverters. 4) Comparing the slope of the VVCs for different objectives it can be said that the difference of these slopes is not significant at all. For the V2G systems of this study, the slopes of VVCs are the same to two-significant figures. This shows that the capability of an inverter-based controllable device to adhere to a set-point, is more linked to the system topology, system impedance, and the location that this inverter has been installed at. 5) Comparing the optimal voltages, i.e., the voltage setpoints extracted for the voltage control mode of operation, for both objectives, shows different behaviour under differing objectives of the DSO. For a LV system with high penetration of inverter-based controllable devices, deploying the proposed AVM algorithm results in a significant shift in the system operation when various objectives are taken into account. 6) The intercepts of the VVCs obtained for loss minimization are usually lower compared to the intercepts found for minimization of the voltage unbalance. The reason is that due to the load-to-voltage dependence at the load points of this system, the higher voltages lead to the higher active and reactive power demand. Higher active and reactive powers lead to higher line currents which in turn cause higher power loss. Therefore, with loss minimisation objective, the optimal voltages are lower comparing to the optimal voltages found for minimization of the voltage unbalance. 
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7) The offline modelling studies validates the expected dynamic relationship between the voltage at the PCC of the system inverters and their reactive power operation. 8) With the practical limitations that should be considered in operation of the inverter-based control devices, the effectiveness of the proposed AVM algorithm is still acceptable according to the results obtained in these studies. 9) Considering the conservative maximum power factor limitation that is applied in most of the DSOs across Europe, the proposed AVM algorithm still improves the satisfaction level of the desired objective. However, this level can be further improved if the network codes are carefully revised. There are still some shortcomings that should be addressed in the future works. Most of them are discussed in the remaining deliverables of this project and where it has been tried to propose effective solutions to mitigate the regarding issues: 1) After application of VVCs and finding the new setting of each inverter it is quite possible that more corrections are required according to the new set of PCC voltages. A supervised closed-loop control will be developed D3.5 to achieve a near optimal reactive power dispatch between the system controllable devices for better voltage control. 2) Considering the high penetration level of the RES in LV distribution systems, there may be some opportunities to control the load point voltages more effectively using these high control capacity. In D3.5, it has been tried to develop a framework to consider different objectives at the same time in the proposed method for AVM. 3) In WP5 network models will be provided by ESBN on which to run accurate simulations of the differing RES technologies taking part in the field-trials on the Irish trial sites. The AVM technique will be used to determine volt-var curves for these networks. 4) Network configuration and also the availability of the systyem inverters affects the intercept and slope of VVCs. In D3.4, an adaptive control scheme will be proposed which takes the identified impedance of the system viewed at PCC of each inverter as the indication of the system topology and also availability of the system inverters.  
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4. Reporting of Field Trial Activities  4.1 Overview Field trials for the testing of the Voltage Control concepts developed within the RESERVE are being progressed in Ireland. The trials seek to robustly test the performance of these voltage control techniques in a number of complex real-world environments in which the trials will build on the extensive simulation work undertaken to date. The field trial installations have been designed to collate relevant system parameters, both local to the device and at remote locations on the feeder, in order assess and quantify the control technique’s impact. Feedback of this performance data will also allow for further refinement of the control techniques in order for them to provide more substantive impacts. 4.2 Field Trial Technologies The field trials constitute a mix of inverter-based technologies which are currently experiencing significant growth in deployment globally, these include; 
 Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Systems 
 Vehicle to Grid (V2G) Charging Systems 
 Domestic Battery Storage Systems In addition to the trialling of new voltage control techniques using these established technologies the field trials will also see the first operational deployment of a newly designed and developed prototype inverter. This inverter developed by RWTH Aachen will allow for trialling of the VOI based control technique, detailed previously, at a 38kV distribution station in Portlaoise, Ireland. 4.3 Additional Detail Significant additional detail on the Field Trial Activities is documented in Deliverable 5.2.  
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5. ICT Aspects of AVM 5.1 ICT Architectures AVM To consider the implementation of any ICT system it is important to discover and define a set of potential and suitable architectures upon which the application is built. In the case of executing system level stability in a power electronics system there have been 3 ICT architectural models detailed in D3.6 section 3.1.2, a Centralised model, a Decentralised model and a Hybrid Edge Computing model, from the perspective of their mechanics, topological structure and high-level ICT requirements. The main differences between each of the architectures are in terms of the geographical distance between the execution of the VVC and the inverter in addition to the autonomy of each RES unit from a central control point in terms of voltage management and the granularity of control. D3.6 discusses these architectures from a security, latency, data volume and frequency of communication perspective and provides a comparison between each architecture. 5.2 Communications AVM The communications components required between the inverters and the execution of the AVM vary on a deployment scenario by deployment scenario basis and also on the architecture chosen on any given system. To take an example of the centralised approach the component required to communicate with the inverter would be an MQTT broker running on a hardware component that receives the voltage values from the inverter and publishes the voltage values to a topic that is subscribed to by an MQTT broker on the central cloud controller. The Reactive Power set-point is published to the MQTT broker on the cloud server and subscribed to by the hardware device connected to the inverter to maintain voltage stability. Other technologies used as components to facilitate communications between inverters, hardware components are WIFI enabled Raspberry Pi devices, Ethernet links connecting inverters to other hardware components and sim enabled modems to facilitate the running of MQTT. A full summary of these are supplied on a site by site basis in D5.2. 5.3 AVM Execution  The VVC execution is one of three main services. The management service allows for uploading/updating VVCs, the storage service stores the VVCs and lastly the execution service which is carried out in two ways depending on the capabilities of the inverter in question. These two ways that this execution can take place are pertaining to whether the inverter can interpret the VVC or has it only the capability to receive a reactive power set-point value. Depending on the RES unit’s capabilities, the execution service can send a VVC to the RES unit or uses the VVC to calculate a set-point value and send the value instead.  Trial Sites detailed in D5.2 have provided multiple deployment scenarios to ensure the AVM execution can handle multiple demands. The Domestic Scale Battery Storage Site requires a Centralised model which sends a set-point value to the battery. The Centralised model was the most appropriate as it is the most secure method of deployment and it best fit with how the batteries were managed. A site using a decentralised model is the Solar PV Site, it is decentralised because this site can accept VVCs into the inverters. When a VVC is uploaded it will be sent directly to the inverter. A more complex version of the decentralised model is the Vehicle to Grid Charger Site. This model is used due to the charge-point having no internet access, so a Raspberry Pi is connected to it where the VVC can be sent and stored, the VVC algorithm is executed on behalf of the charge-point too. A Power Factor value is required instead of a set-point which the execution service can provide.    
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6. Conclusion This deliverable concludes Task 3.3 System level stability studies. Decentralised voltage control algorithms DVSM (SV_A) and AVM (SV_B) are developed within WP3. This deliverable extends the work done in D3.2 to consider the case of an active distribution grid and provide a general stability monitoring algorithm that uses local information to monitor the entire network. Furthermore, extensions to the AVM algorithm in the form of a generalised framework to incorporate multiple-objectives is introduced. Network code implications of both the techniques are provided in this deliverable. The local impedance information that can be extracted from the inverter can be used to analyse the stability of the interconnection point of the inverter. The SSAU acts as a coordinator where every inverter is instructed to do the WSI based impedance measurement process one at a time. The SSAU communicates with the inverter using 5G ICT and applies the GNC to calculated stability margins. This impedance-based inverter/device can also be used by the DSO operator owing to its plug-play capabilities and use it measure stability at any point in the LV feeder.  The developed system level stability monitoring algorithm is applied to the Irish distribution grid data. Impact of grid voltage feedforward and PLL were considered in the modelling of inverters which are assumed to be present at every PCC/bus in the LV feeder. With the current state of the network considering cable length, the phase margins of the system are above 60 degrees. However, with increased incorporation of RES inverters, the relative distances between inverters are bound to reduce and this heavily impacts the stability margins. The distribution system is prone to harmonic instability problems.  New techniques which shape the inverters output impedance, such that the inverters can operate in a passive and stable manner are required and a new VOI technique aimed in resolving harmonic stability issue and which enables passive operation of inverters in introduced in D3.5. By applying the newly introduced VOI techniques, voltage stability can be achieved by real-time design of VOI control loops. Currently, there are no network codes that are related to dynamic stability monitoring. Since the impedance-based techniques provide an effective way to calculate the stability margins of the system, we will propose for new grid codes that consider and specify minimum stability margins. From the results obtained so far, we state that LV networks should have phase margins above 60 degrees.  A framework is proposed for optimal scheduling of reactive powers in a low voltage distribution system for minimizing the voltage unbalance, system total loss or voltage deviation from a desired value or satisfying every combinations of these objectives simultaneously. The practical limitations of all the controllable inverter-based RES technologies are mathematically described and appropriately modelled. Comparing the slope of the VVCs for different objectives it can be said that the difference of these slopes is not significant at all. This shows that the capability of an inverter-based controllable device to adhere to a set-point, is more linked to the system topology, system impedance, and the location that this inverter has been installed at. However, for voltage-controlled inverters, comparing the optimal voltages, i.e., the voltage setpoints extracted for the voltage control mode of operation, for both objectives, shows different behaviour under differing objectives of the DSO. The intercepts of the VVCs obtained for loss minimization are usually lower compared to the intercepts found for minimization of the voltage unbalance. The reason is that due to the load-to-voltage dependence at the load points of this system, the higher voltages lead to the higher active and reactive power demand. Higher active and reactive powers lead to higher line currents which in turn cause higher power loss. Therefore, with loss minimisation objective, the optimal voltages are lower comparing to the optimal voltages found for minimization of the voltage unbalance.  With the practical limitations that should be considered in operation of the inverter-based control devices, the effectiveness of the proposed AVM algorithm is still acceptable according to the results obtained in these studies. Considering the conservative maximum power factor limitation that is applied in most of the DSOs across Europe, the proposed AVM algorithm still improves the satisfaction level of the desired objective. However, this level can be further improved if the network codes are carefully revised. Insights on ICT aspects of the two techniques were provided in this deliverable. Further details can be found in D3.5 and D3.6.   
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